AGENDA
APRIL 16, 2019  5:00 P.M.

CONSENT AGENDA
1. Minutes dated April 02, 2019.
2. Order declaring property surplus at Right Corner near Corner of Hwy 39 at 33rd Street.
3. Order authorizing office space for Mississippi Development Authority’s Procurement Technical Assistance Program Coordinator.

ROUTINE AGENDA
1. Order authorizing execution and acceptance of a Revised Consent Decree with the EPA.
2. Resolution calling for a rezoning appeal hearing of RZ-19-04, 29.95 acres on Knight-Parker Road. Hearing date: May 21, 2019 @ 5:15 p.m.
3. Order authorizing appointment of John Howell as Judge Pro Tem.
5. Order authorizing amendment of Order #16713 (Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Apportionment Sharing Agreement with Lauderdale County).
6. Order authorizing use of room at Union Station for Mississippi Action for Progress, Inc.
7. Resolution of intent for advertising for a CAP Loan for access road leading to an industry.
8. Order authorizing contribution of $10,000 to State Games of Mississippi.
9. Order authorizing contribution of $15,000 to Any Given Child.
10. Claims docket:
    Section (1) Payroll
    Section (2) Mandatory & Operational Items

PRESENTATION AGENDA
1. Notification of legal advertisement for the following:
   a. Request for Proposals - Engineering Services for 22nd Avenue Bicycle & Pedestrian Improvements.
   b. Bid – Centrifugal Multi-Stage Air Blower.
2. Mayor’s report.

CITIZENS COMMENTS AGENDA
1. Emma Barfield
2. Patrick Kirby
3. Loretta Bennett

COUNCIL COMMENTS